


Web

• Web enables people access information time and place 
independently.

• Help share information in diverse formats (visuals, videos etc).

• It enables people to obtain huge amount of knowledge in a short 
time duration.

• It enables to follow world-wide events and be part professional 
communities



If Internet was 
a Quarter



Web Safety

• Being safe online means individuals are protecting themselves and 
others from online harms and risks which may jeopardize their 
personal information, lead to unsafe communications or even effect 
their mental health and wellbeing.

• Operating within an online space is something most of us simply do 
subconsciously, but have you ever stopped to consider the potential 
dangers which exist on the web, especially for our students?

• It encompasses all technological devices which have access to the 
internet from PCs and laptops to smartphones and tablets.



Possible Risks

• Online bullying is the use of electronic means such as instant 
messaging, social media, e-mail and other forms of online 
communication with the intent to abuse, intimidate, or overpower 
an individual or group.

• Cyberstalking is the use of the Internet or other electronic means 
to stalk or harass an individual, group, or organization.

• Fake news in social media or fake websites.

• Loss of personal data such as our passwords, bank account number 
etc.



Possible Risks

•Online predation is the act of engaging an underage minor into 
inappropriate sexual relationships through the internet. Online 
predators may attempt to initiate and seduce minors into 
relationships through the use of chat rooms or internet forums. 

•Obscene/offensive content: Various websites on the internet contain 
material that some deem offensive, distasteful or explicit, which may 
often be not of the user's liking. Such websites may 
include internet, shock sites, hate speech or otherwise inflammatory 
content. 



•There exists several special 
applications and programs for 
keeping the information safe. 

•Also, the web tools, browsers or 
applications have particular 
options to keep the web 
experiences safe. 

•Be safe, be happy!



Facebook and Youtube 



•Facebook is a social network that aims 
people to communicate and Exchange 
information with other people.
•Established in 2004, from the college 

dorm room of Mark Zuckerberg.
• It allows users to share pictures, music, 

videos, and articles, as well as their 
own thoughts and opinions with 
however many people they like.
•Users send “friend requests” to people 

who they may – or may not – know.
•Facebook has over 1 billion users



•People can add anyone as «friend».

•Once accepted, the two profiles are 
connected with both users able to see 
whatever the other person posts. 

•People can post almost anything to 
their “timeline”, a snapshot of what is 
happening in their social circle at any 
given time, and can also enter private 
chat with other friends who are online.



•People with profiles list information 
about themselves. 

•Whether it be what they work at, 
where they are studying, ages, or other 
personal details, many users post lots 
of information which is easily 
accessible to their friends and others. 

•On top of this, users can “like” other 
pages which interest them.



•YouTube (Picture 25) is an American video-sharing 
platform. YouTube allows users to upload, view, rate, 
favorites, share, add to playlists, flag, report, comment on 
videos, and subscribe to other users.
•YouTube is a video sharing app bought by Google in 2006, 
ranked in 2018 as the second most popular.



Why use YouTube?

•One reason YouTube is so popular is the 
sheer number of videos you can find. On 
average, 100 hours of video are uploaded 
to YouTube every minute, so there's always 
something new to watch! 

•And you'll find all kinds of videos on 
YouTube—adorable cats, quirky cooking 
demos, funny science lessons, quick 
fashion tips, and a whole lot more.



• As technology improves, there are more ways to help 
trainees with learning disabilities than ever before. 

• You know already that e-Learning videos can be a very 
powerful learning tool, they add a dynamic element in 
the classroom, improve knowledge transfer demonstrate 
complex procedures, and help explain difficult topics.



Youtube

• This is why the video sharing website You Tube can provide 
unlimited opportunities to improve your work not only 
using the countless videos you can find there, but also 
creating your own to help your trainees achieve their 
learning goals and objectives. 



• The only thing you should pay 
attention to is ensuring that 
videos you are using are aligned 
with your expected learning 
outcomes and are appropriate 
for your trainees.



Thank You!


